
The “structured” ones: Monochrome fabrics 
for interior use, Messina, Enna, Bronte and 
Bogotà evoke pebble beaches, volcanic ash 
and lapilli. A play on shades; ranging from ash 
to charcoal black, with touches of sand. Texture 
is then created by the prevalence of linen, the 
material of choice for C&C Milano. 

The ‘’natural blend’’ ones: The seabed, the lava stone, the white lunar sand and 
the orange of the prickly pears characterize the Aeolian landscape defining the 
second group of fabrics; Castillo and Cartagena. 100% natural composition; using 
materials such as cotton, linen and wool, their structure and dominant colours 
mirror the vegetation that grows wild between the rocks, the fire and the water of 
the islands.

A journey inspiring passion and charm: Eolie echoes the raw textures of land, sea, stones and volcanoes. A 
collection of fabrics that become a landscape of beauty and style.

The ‘’100% Outdoor’’ ones: The natural flow between inside and the outside spaces is assured by Campo, 
Calle and Plaza (the latter also fire-retardant). A family of fabrics defined by pure and essential shades. Like 
the islands that give name to the collection, they bewitch with their raw elegance and eclecticism, making 
them a must for any upholstery collection.



The Boutis: Stripes, always a classic for 
C&C Milano, giving character to bedlinen 
and making it pop. Marina rigato and Elba, 
sturdy double-width striped cottons, in 
classic colourways of ivory-red, ivory-
blue and ivory-black, prove to be versatile 
additions, at the same time, timeless best-
sellers. 

Black & White: Given a brief to create a precious fabric, suitable for 
multiple use, such as curtains or sheets, resulted in Diana and Diana 
barré. These striped, black-white fabrics are wide width, satin finish linen, 
perfect for contemporary minimal taste.

Revival of style: While known for impeccable workmanship when 
creating the Home Collection C&C Milano always strive to respect 
environmental sustainability and find new ways to ensure our world is 
protected for future generations. Egeo, bedlinen available in linen or 
cotton, is a two colour embroidery design with triple bourdon detail. 
Paired with single colours options for the bathroom this set is a luxury 
addition to any home. Warhol, a quilt with applied edges, filled with C&C 
Milano’s New Life Cashmere, a manufacture process and concept that 
drives sutainability forward within the high end market.


